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Brands  like Tiffany & Co. have made extens ive use of influencers . Image credit: T iffany & Co.

 
By DANNY PARISI

VENICE, Italy Influencers are a major new factor in the world of luxury, but luxury brands need to understand that the
number of followers an influencer has is less important than the makeup of that audience.

At the Financial T imes Business of Luxury Summit on May 22, fashion model turned fashion editor Giovanna
Battaglia Engelbert spoke with FT's Lionel Barber about the origin of influencers in fashion and how brands can do
their best to harness the power of these social media personalities. What was clear is that brands first must
understand their audience before picking the right influencer to work with.

"I think you should know your audience," Ms. Battaglia Engelbert said. "You don't need to hire the influencer with the
most millions of followers.

"You could hire someone with 5 million followers but they might not be the right fit for the audience you want," she
said.

Influencer marketing
For many brands today, influencers are the most exciting new prospect in business.

Influencers amass huge and dedicated followings, which can be fruitfully used by marketers to target and engage
with customers on a deeper level.

Ms. Battaglia Engelbert emphasized the "dedicated" aspect of an influencer's following, rather than size. Influencers
with smaller but more focused followings are more useful to brands than influencers with large but indistinct
audiences.
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Modalist's  has a tool that helps brands get more value from influencers. Image credit: Modalist

As new as some of the influencer models may seem, the core idea behind influencer marketing is a fundamental
part of the luxury business.

"Fashion is always about influencers and it's  inspirational," Ms. Battaglia Engelbert said. "Coco Chanel was a proto-
influencer because she inspired people to dress like her.

"Chanel is still a incredible brand," she said. "They're disruptive just because they are not. Everyone is being so
destructive and they are just Chanel."

Ms. Battaglia Engelbert also discussed the platforms that influencers work on, namely Instagram. When asked what
platform will succeed Instagram if it goes out of style, she said that she did not know what it will be, but that when it
comes, brands must be ready to jump on it as soon as possible.

Big ideas

Just because luxury goods are expensive does not mean that marketing them has to be.

Ms. Battaglia Engelbert spoke emphatically on how brands can create high-quality, engaging advertising on a
smaller budget.

The key, she said, is  ensuring that the idea behind the campaign is strong.

"Ideas come first, always," Ms. Battaglia Engelbert said. "You have to have a big idea and it has to be a genuine idea
with great content and then you decorate it and make it more photogenic.

"Something plain will not deliver the message," she said.

Brands are driving influencer marketing growth with bigger budgets. Image credit: MyTheresa

Seventy-eight percent of marketers working in fashion, luxury and beauty report leveraging influencer campaigns,
marking a 13 percent increase in the past year.

According to a report from Launchmetrics, brands are also investing more heavily in this tactic, with 60 percent of
marketers expecting their budgets for influencer efforts to grow in 2018. With millennial and Generation Z
consumers driving much of luxury's growth today, influencer marketing has become a key component of marketers'
outreach to these digitally-native individuals (see story).

"My advice would be use word-of-mouth because it's  free," Ms. Battaglia Engelbert said. "Self-generated content is
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the best publicity always.

"That comes if you have a good idea and if you do outreach to the younger generation," she said.
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